BOND PERFORMANCE OF DEFORMED REBAR IN STEEL FIBER REINFORCED LIGHTWEIGHT-AGGREGATE CONCRETE AFFECTED BY MULTI-FACTORS
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ABSTRACT

For the innovation of building materials, a new high-performance Steel Fiber Reinforced Lightweight-Aggregate Concrete (SFRLAC) made of 100% fine and coarse expanded shales has been developed. In view of the importance of reliable bond properties between deformed rebar and this new SFRLAC, the experimental study of 39 specimens was conducted by using the modified pull-out test method with the evaluation of different slips at loading-end and free-end. In which the influencing factors were considered as the volume fraction of steel fiber, the water-cement ratio, the rebar diameter, the bond length of rebar, the strength of coarse expanded shales and the fine expanded shale replaced by manufactured sand. The complete bond stress-slip curves were measured, the bond failure modes of specimens were observed. Based on the bond mechanism of adhesion, friction and bearing action of deformed rebar in SFRLAC, the bond performance characterized by the bond strength and peak-slip, the differential of bond slip between loading-end and free-end, the bond sustainability in descending portion and the bond failure mode observed are analyzed. The recommendations are proposed for the design of SFRLAC structures related to the bond performance.
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INTRODUCTION

As a green building materials, lightweight-aggregate concrete (LAC) has been applied in civil engineering to lighten the self-weight of building structures and get other benefits such as better earthquake resistance and thermal insulation [1, 2]. However, owing to the different lightweight aggregates such as expanded clay aggregate, expanded shale aggregate, cold-bonded fly ash aggregate, sintered pulverized fuel ash aggregate, pelletized blast furnace slag aggregate, pumice aggregate, oil palm shell aggregate, etc., the properties of LAC may be varied in a great extent [3, 4]. In aspect to utilize the local expanded shale as lightweight aggregate, a new LAC dealt with 100% expanded shales as fine and coarse aggregates was innovated. Experimental
studies on the basic mechanical properties [5-7], strength development and carbonation [8], and shrinkage [9] of this LAC mixed with steel fibres were finished, and a new Steel Fiber Reinforced Lightweight-Aggregate Concrete (SFRLAC) with high structural performances was developed [10-12].

For the structural application, the bond performance of rebar in this new SFRLAC is important to ensure their working together. Similar to the reports about the bond properties of plain rebar in LAC [13], two kinds of actions affect the bond performance between plain rebar and this new SFRLAC: the adhesion referred to the chemical bonding of set cement is dominant before the bond stress reaches the ultimate; after that, the friction arising from the roughness of the interface becomes control. From the bonding mechanism, both the adhesion and the friction rely on the strength of set cement adhered on the interface. Therefore, the bond stress-slip behaviour is affected obviously by the water-binder ratio, and the bond strength increases mainly with the decrease of water-binder ratio. The bond strength trends a slight increment with the increasing volume fraction of steel fiber, while the bond sustainability rises after the peak-slip in descending portion of bond stress-slip curve. Meanwhile, the bond performance is less influenced by the strength of coarse expanded shale and the different fine aggregates tested [14].

As the deformed rebar is popular used for the main reinforcement, the bond performance of deformed rebar in this new SFRLAC should also be reasonably evaluated. In this respect, the studies on bond properties of LAC dealt with expanded shale provide good references [15-22], and the enhancement of steel fibres on the bond of SFRLAC presents a bright prospect [23-27].

Except the adhesion and friction on bond interface, the bearing action due to the anchorage of ribs against LAC surface benefits much more to the bond between deformed rebar and LAC [1, 13]. As the rib surface is not perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of rebar, the bearing action is resulted from the comprehensive effects of LAC under compression, tension and shear. Therefore, the issues were focused on the types of lightweight-aggregate and the strength of LAC (or water-binder ratio). Clarke and Birjandi [15] did not observe significant difference in the bond strengths of LAC using coarse expanded shale and other coarse lightweight aggregates such as expanded clay and pelletized blast furnace slag aggregates. Konig et al. [16] found higher bond strength of LAC with coarse expanded shale compared to the LAC with coarse expanded clay due to the higher compressive and splitting tensile strength of the former LAC. Lachemi et al. [17] reported that under the conditions of equivalent workability and compressive strength, the bond properties of LAC with coarse expanded shale was significantly enhanced compared to the LAC with coarse lightweight slag aggregate. Wu et al. [18] reported that the LAC with coarse expanded shale exhibited higher bond strength compared to the LAC with sintered pulverized fuel ash aggregate when equal water-binder ratio was used for both mixes. Meanwhile, the bond strength between deformed rebar and LAC with coarse expanded shale increases with the increasing tensile and/or compressive strength of LAC [19-22], and is higher than that of ordinary concrete in the same strength grade due to the lower water-binder ratio of LAC [19, 20].

Regardless of types of coarse lightweight-aggregate used such as cold-bonded fly ash, expanded clay, oil palm shell and expanded shale aggregates, the addition of steel fiber enhances the bond strength of deformed rebar in SFRLAC. This may be due to the increased confinement effect which altered the failure mode from splitting to pull-out failure [23], the bridging effect of steel fiber which restrained the widening of cracks appeared on surface of SFRLAC to improve the splitting failure [24, 25], or the strengthening effect which arrested the propagation of internal micro-cracks in pull-out failure [25]. The enhancements depend on the different conditions of concrete cover, rebar diameter, volume fraction of steel fiber and strength of SFRLAC. Meanwhile, Zhang et al. [26] observed that the peak-slip increased slightly with the increasing volume fraction of steel fiber, while the bond-stress in descending portion reduced slowly with higher loading resistance. Mo et al. [27] reported that the peak-slip increased with the increasing volume fraction
of steel fiber, while the bond stress-slip curve did not affected.

Given above, the bond performances of deformed rebar in SFRLAC are not fully recognized. This leads to the specially focuses on the bond performance of deformed rebar in the new high-performance SFRLAC in this paper. In the experimental study, the effects of such factors as the volume fraction of steel fiber, the water-cement ratio, the rebar diameter, the bond length of rebar, the strength of coarse expanded shales and the fine expanded shale replaced by manufactured sand were considered. The complete bond stress-slip curves and bond failure modes are measured by using the modified pull-out test method. Based on the analyses of test results, some beneficial recommendations are proposed for the safeguard design relating to the bond of high-performance SFRLAC structures.

EXPERIMENT

Raw materials

Grade P.O. 42.5 ordinary silicate cement was used, the physical and mechanical properties are listed in Table 1. Two kinds of sintering expanded shale in continuous gradation with maximum size of 20mm were used as coarse aggregate which sieved based on the maximum density principle, their physical and mechanical properties are presented in Table 2. The fine aggregate was the lightweight fine sintering expanded shale and the manufactured sand respectively in continuous gradation with size of 1.6-5 mm, their physical properties are listed in Table 3. Meanwhile, Table 4 presents the tested water absorption of coarse and fine expanded shales.

Tab. 1 - Physical and mechanical properties of cement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strength grade</th>
<th>Water requirement of normal consistency (%)</th>
<th>Setting time (min)</th>
<th>Compressive strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Tensile strength (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>initial</td>
<td>final</td>
<td>3d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>22.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 2 - Physical and mechanical properties of expanded shale

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identifier</th>
<th>Apparent density (kg/m³)</th>
<th>Bulk density (kg/m³)</th>
<th>1h water absorption (%)</th>
<th>Mud content (%)</th>
<th>Cylinder compressive strength (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>1274</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>1471</td>
<td>917</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 3 - Physical properties of lightweight sand and manufactured sand

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identifier</th>
<th>Fineness modulus</th>
<th>Apparent density (kg/m³)</th>
<th>Bulk density (kg/m³)</th>
<th>1h water absorption (%)</th>
<th>Mud content (%)</th>
<th>Stone powder (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>3.56</td>
<td>1659</td>
<td>946</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>2730</td>
<td>1930</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Steel fiber was milling type in length $l=30$ mm and equivalent diameter $d_f=0.8$ mm. The aspect ratio $l/d_f=37.5$. Others were the tap-water and the polycarboxylic acid superplasticizer with water-reducing rate of 19 %.

### Mix proportion of SFRLAC

The variables of this study were considered as the volume fraction of steel fiber ($\rho_f$), the water-cement ratio ($W/C$), the strength of coarse lightweight aggregate and the type of fine aggregate. Table 5 lists their combinations, where the double letters of mix No. are the identifiers of expanded shale and fine aggregate, the following digits represent $W/B$ and $\rho_f$.

The mix proportion of high-performance SFRLAC was designed in accordance with the specifications in China Standards [28, 29], where the absolute volume method was selected. For all mixes, the dosage of water reducer was 5.5 % cement in mass. All mixes had good workability with slump of 120mm~150mm.

### Preparation of specimens

The bond behaviour of deformed rebar in high-performance SFRLAC was experimented by using the modified central pull-out test method [30-32]. The deformed rebar was steel bar with crescent-ribs. Table 6 lists their mechanical properties.
The bond length of rebar was placed in the central part of specimen with the bond-breakers in length of 35 mm at the ends. Realized by PVC tubes and sealed with paraffin, the bond-breakers simulated the real condition of rebar in concrete, and eliminated the local compression on loading surface. The normal section of specimen was 150 mm×150 mm, the bond length of rebar \( l_a = 2d \), \( 5d \), \( 8d \) and \( 11d \) (where \( d \) is rebar diameter), the length of specimen \( l = l_a + 70 \), the steel bar at loading end was kept long enough for pull-out purpose. Thirteen groups of specimen were designed, each group had 3 specimens. The group No.means the variables of bond length, rebar diameter followed by mix No. (Table 7).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group No.</th>
<th>Mix No.</th>
<th>( \rho_f ) (%)</th>
<th>( d ) (mm)</th>
<th>( h_a ) (mm)</th>
<th>( l ) (mm)</th>
<th>Aggregates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5d16NL0.30/0</td>
<td>NL0.30/0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>N+L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5d16NL0.30/0.4</td>
<td>NL0.30/0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>N+L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5d16NL0.30/0.8</td>
<td>NL0.30/0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>N+L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5d16NL0.30/1.2</td>
<td>NL0.30/1.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>N+L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5d16NL0.25/0.8</td>
<td>NL0.25/0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>N+L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5d16NL0.35/0.8</td>
<td>NL0.35/0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>N+L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5d16HL0.30/0.8</td>
<td>HL0.30/0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>H+L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5d16NM0.30/0.8</td>
<td>NM0.30/0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>N+M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5d12NL0.30/0.8</td>
<td>NL0.30/0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>N+L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5d20NL0.30/0.8</td>
<td>NL0.30/0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>N+L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2d16NL0.30/0.8</td>
<td>NL0.30/0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>N+L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8d16NL0.30/0.8</td>
<td>NL0.30/0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>N+L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11d16NL0.30/0.8</td>
<td>NL0.30/0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>N+L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The bond length of rebar was placed in the central part of specimen with the bond-breakers in length of 35 mm at the ends. Realized by PVC tubes and sealed with paraffin, the bond-breakers simulated the real condition of rebar in concrete, and eliminated the local compression on loading surface. The normal section of specimen was 150 mm×150 mm, the bond length of rebar \( l_a = 2d \), \( 5d \), \( 8d \) and \( 11d \) (where \( d \) is rebar diameter), the length of specimen \( l = l_a + 70 \), the steel bar at loading end was kept long enough for pull-out purpose. Thirteen groups of specimen were designed, each group had 3 specimens. The group No.means the variables of bond length, rebar diameter followed by mix No. (Table 7).
Test Method

On test platform, the loading-end of rebar passed successively through the steel plate, steel tube, load meter and locked at the end of hydraulic jack. All of them fixed together were adjusted with the axis of rebar to eliminate the eccentric effect of pull-out force. The bond slip at loading-end was measured by the displacement meter fixed on the rebar within the steel tube, which was corrected by accounting for the local elongation of the rebar. The slip at free-end was accounted by the relative displacement between rebar and concrete measured with two displacement meters. The displacement meters linked to the strain acquisition system. The initial load was exerted on the specimen to check the stability of test system, and then the static loading test was started. As specified in China Standard [30], the loading speed changes with different diameter \(d\) of steel bar, it was taken as \(0.05d^2\) N/min.

The average bond stress \(\tau\) was calculated from the pull-out force divided by the bond area within bond length, the maximum value was the bond strength \(\tau_u\), that is:

\[
\tau = \frac{F}{\pi d l_a} 
\]

Where, \(F\) is the pull-out force, \(l_a\) is the bond length of rebar, \(d\) is the diameter of rebar.

Tests for cubic compressive strength \(f_{c,\text{cu}}\) and splitting tensile strength \(f_t\) of SFRLAC were in accordance with the specifications of China Standard [33]. The results are presented in Table 5.

TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Failure states, bond strength & peak-slip

Except those specimens with \(11d\) bond length failed due to the yield of rebar without pull-out from the SFRLAC, the LAC specimens \((5d16NL0.30/0)\) failed due to the splitting of LAC after the pull-out load reached the maximum, while the others of SFRLAC specimens failed because of the pull-out of rebar accompanied with cracks appeared on side surfaces of SFRLAC. Therefore, the bond stress-slip curves of LAC specimens were obtained only before ultimate load, while the complete bond stress-slip curves of SFRLAC specimens were gotten.

Steel fibres protected the splitting of SFRLAC specimens into two or three parts as those of LAC, which led a ductile bond failure due to the successive pull-out of rebar. As the slip of rebar gradually transferred from loading-end to free-end, the loading-end slip was larger than the free-end slip until the pull-out load up to the maximum. After that, the increments of slip at free-end and loading-end were almost equal. During the pull-out process of rebar, cracks appeared and widened continuously on the side surface of SFRLAC specimens. With the increasing volume fraction of steel fiber, the crack width decreased due to the enhanced confinement of steel fibres on crack widening. Table 8 lists the maximum crack width measured on the side surface of specimens while the rebar was fully pull out of SFRLAC.

From the bond stress-slip curve, the maximum bond stress is the bond strength \(\tau_u\), and the corresponding peak-slip is marked as \(s_u\). Table 9 lists test values of the bond strength \(\tau_u\) and the peak-slips at free-end \(s_{u,f}\) and loading-end \(s_{u,l}\). The mean values are computed for the specimens failed without yield of rebar according to the statistical analysis principle of the deviation within 20%. The value of peak-slip \(s_u\) is taken as the mean value of peak-slips at free-end and loading-end, to generally analyse the bond stress-slip relationship.
and compressive broken of SFRLAC along the rebar. Accompanied with the internal broken of SFRLAC in front of the ribs of rebar, the splitting cracks of rebar bec...

In the slip portion, the bond stress increased nonlinearly with slip as the SFRLAC in front of the ribs of rebar became into the nonlinear deformation under compression, tension and shear. Accompanied with the internal broken of SFRLAC in front of the ribs of rebar, the splitting cracks appeared on the side surface of specimen, the bond stress reached the ultimate with the peak-slip, and the bond stress-slip curve went into the third portion.

Similar to the reported study [26, 27], due to the restraint of steel fibres to the propagation of internal cracks of SFRLAC, the slip of rebar kept persistently with the successive shear fracture and compressive broken of SFRLAC along the rebar.
Normally, the bond strength ($\tau_{u0}$) between deformed rebar and LAC is expressed as a function of compressive strength ($f_{c0}$) or tensile strength ($f_{t0}$) of LAC [13, 17, 19], which can be generally shown as:

$$\tau_{u0} = af_{c0}^b$$  

(2)

$$\tau_{u0} = cf_{t0}$$

(3)

Where $a$, $b$ and $c$ are the fitness coefficients depended on the test parameters.

Considering that the tensile strength ($f_t$) of SFRLAC is always expressed as linearly to the content characteristic value ($\lambda_f$) of steel fiber, that is [7, 10, 29]

$$f_t = (1 + \alpha_t \lambda_f) f_{t0}$$

(4)

Where $\alpha_t$ is the fitness coefficient. $\lambda_f = \rho_f \cdot \lambda_f$, $\rho_f$ is the volume fraction of steel fiber, $l/f$ is the aspect ratio of steel fiber.

Suppose Equation 3 is also fit for the bond strength ($\tau_u$) between deformed rebar and SFRLAC, the following equation can be deduced as:

$$\tau_u = (1 + \alpha_t \lambda_f^b) \tau_{u0}$$

(5)

The reasonability of Equations 4 and 5 can be verified by the test results shown in Figure 2. Where the tensile strength ratio, bond strength ratio and compressive strength ratio are $f_t/f_{t0}$, $\tau_u/\tau_{u0}$ and $f_{c}/f_{c0}$, respectively. Obviously, the increment of bond strength is lower than that of tensile strength with the same increment of the volume fraction of steel fiber. The addition of 0.4%, 0.8% and 1.2% steel fibres resulted in increase of 11.5%, 21.6% and 38.9% in the bond strength of SFRLAC, while the increase of 27.6%, 40.2% and 76.7% in the tensile strength. This means the coefficient $\alpha_b<\alpha_t$, and explains that the enhancement of steel fibres on bond strength not only depended on the strengthening of tensile strength, but also on the compressive strength. The less strengthening of compressive strength reduced the resistance of SFRLAC in front of the ribs of rebar under compression. In this aspect, Equation 2 has certain reasonability reflecting the comprehensive effect of LAC strength on bond strength by using the exponential function of compressive strength.
Figure 3 shows that with the increasing volume fraction of steel fiber, the mean values of peak-slip ($s_u$) were almost equal, however the slip at loading-end increased and the slip at free-end became smaller, which resulted in the increased deviation of slips at loading-end and free-end. This illustrates that the steel fibres in SFRLAC restrained the internal splitting of SFRLAC along rebar and led to the continuously increment of bond stress from loading-end to free-end [31, 32], resulted in the enhancement of the sustainability of bond between deformed rebar and SFRLAC.

![Graph showing bond strength and slip as a function of volume fraction of steel fibres](image)

**Fig. 3 - Bond slip affected by the volume fraction of steel fibres**

In this paper, the bond sustainability of deformed rebar in SFRLAC is in direct proportion to the normalized bond stress $\tau_r/\tau_u$. Where $\tau_r$ is the bond stress at point of bond stress-slip curve in descending portion, normally called as residual bond strength. As shown in Figure 4, when the same slip took place in descending portion of bond stress-slip curve, $\tau_r/\tau_u$ was higher with the volume fraction of steel fiber no less than 0.8%. This result is different from Mo et al. reported [27] that the addition of steel fiber did not affect the bond stress-slip curve, where the oil palm shell was used as coarse lightweight-aggregate. With the lower volume fraction of steel fiber as 0.4%, the bond sustainability was poor although the brittleness of bond failure was improved obviously.
Effect of SFRLAC strength

In the test, the different of SFRLAC strength depended on the different water-cement ratio. From Table 5, the compressive and splitting tensile strengths of SFRLAC increased with the decrease of water-cement ratio. This provided the good condition to enhance the bond performance of deformed rebar in SFRLAC. As listed in Table 9, the bond strength increased with the decreasing water-cement ratio, the differential of slips at loading-end and free-end become larger in spite of the almost equal mean value of peak-slip. More directly, Figure 5 presents the increasing trend of bond performance with the decrease of water-cement ratio.

Effect of rebar diameter

From Table 9, the bond strength reduced slightly with the increase of rebar diameter, the mean value of peak-slip decreased with the reduced differential of peak-slips between loading-end
and free-end. Compared the bond strength of rebar $d=12\text{mm}$, the bond strength of rebar $d=16\text{mm}$ and $20\text{mm}$ decreased for 2.31% and 5.78%. From Figure 6, the bond stress of rebar $d=16\text{mm}$ and $20\text{mm}$ drop down quickly with the increased slip in descending portion of bond stress-slip curve, which was bad for the bond sustainability. These may be due to the reduction of bearing capacity of SFRLAC in front of ribs, as the height of ribs relatively reduced and the space of ribs increased with the increasing diameter of rebar [1, 2]. Another reason may be owing to the changes of concrete cover from 5.75, 4.19 to 3.25 times the rebar diameter, which led to the increasing trend of the splitting failure of SFRLAC and decreased the lateral restraint to the bond surface. Similar regulations of bond strength of LAC reduced with the increasing rebar diameter are reported in previous studies [16-20]. As the proof, two of three specimens with 20mm rebar failed in splitting of SFRLAC in this test.

![Figure 6 - Bond stress-slip curves and bond sustainability affected by diameter of rebar](image)

**Effect of aggregate types**

The SFRLAC (HL0.30/0.8) with higher strength expanded shale had greater compressive and tensile strengths than the SFRLAC (NL0.30/0.8) with normal strength expanded shale (Table 5). This resulted in the higher bond strength, the larger differential of peak-slip between loading-end and free-end (Table 9) and the relative fullness of bond stress-slip curve (Figure 7). Taken an observation on the failure of bond interface, the expanded shales were directly sheared as a plain. This demonstrated that the strength of expanded shales played an important role resisting the complex action under shear and compression.

![Figure 7 - Bond stress-slip curves affected by types of coarse and fine aggregates](image)
The SFRLAC (NM0.30/0.8) with manufactured sand had greater compressive strength and slightly lower tensile strength than the SFRLAC (NL0.30/0.8) with normal strength expanded shale (Table 5). This resulted in the almost equal bond strength with some differential of slip (Table 9), and the similar bond stress-slip curve and bond sustainability (Figure 7).

Therefore, the strength of coarse expanded shale affected the bond performance in much more extent, while the effect of fine expanded shale replaced by manufactured sand could be eliminated.

Effect of bond length

With the increase of bond length, the pull-out load increased. This led to the increase of tensile stress of rebar over the yield strength as well as ultimate strength, and finally resulted in the fracture of rebar when the bond length reached 11d. Combined with test data in Table 9 and bond stress-slip curves in Figure 8, the bond strength of rebar with 2d bond length was equal to that with 5d bond length, while the bond strength of rebar with 8d bond length was lower about 30%. The fullness of bond stress-slip curve in descending portion of rebar with 2d bond length was better than those of rebars with 5d and 8d bond length. The rebars with 5d and 8d bond length presented the similar bond stress-slip curve and bond sustainability, although the latter has a greater differential of peak-slip between loading-end and free-end. Meanwhile, it should be noted that the bond sustainability of rebar with 8d bond length at the initial part of descending portion of \( \tau/\tau_u \) curve was greater, which provided a higher reliability to sustain the bond strength with a greater peak-slip.

![Fig. 8 - Bond stress-slip curves and bond sustainability affected by bond length of rebar](image-url)

The above differences may be concluded to the different bond mechanism affected by bond length. As the rib space is about 0.7d, the number of ribs took part in the bearing action is about 3, 7 and 11 corresponding to the rebar with 2d, 5d and 8d bond length. Because of the transfer of bond slip from loading-end to free-end, the bearing action of ribs took place successively from the one near the loading-end. For the rebar with 2d bond length, the bearing action of ribs could be simultaneous easily and led the bond stress upto the ultimate; after that, the slip increased with the crushing deformation of SFRLAC in front of ribs and the complete shear failure of coarse expanded shales in a plain along the bond length. This exhibited that the even distribution of bond stress along the bond length and the straight reduction of bond stress in descending portion.

For the rebars with 5d and 8d bond length, the much more number of ribs gave the opportunity of the redistribution of bond stress along bond length with the transfer of slip from...
loading-end to free-end [17-20, 26], which let the SFRLAC work successively into effective states. In this condition, the bond reliability was higher because the ribs seceded bearing action one by one with the increasing slip, the obvious reduction of bond stress gave the forebode to avoid related damages.

CONCLUSION

In the test, multi-factors were considered to study their effects on the bond performance of deformed rebar in high-performance SFRLAC. The complete bond stress-slip curves of specimens are obtained by using modified pull-out test with the detection of the slips at loading-end and free-end. The compressive and splitting tensile strength of SFRLAC were also tested. Based on the analyses of test results, the conclusion can be drawn as follow:

(1) Three kinds of actions affected the bond performance of deformed rebar in high-performance SFRLAC: the adhesion referred to the chemical bonding of set cement, the friction arising from the roughness of the interface and the bearing action due to the anchorage of ribs against SFRLAC surface. To completely and reasonably evaluate the bond behaviours, the differential of bond slip between loading-end and free-end, the bond failure mode and the bond stress-slip curve characterized by bond strength, peak-slip and bond sustainability are analysed.

(2) Steel fibers in LAC benefited to the ductile failure of bond test specimens by altering the failure mode from splitting to pull-out. The width of cracks appeared on surface of SFRLAC specimens decreased obviously with the increase of volume fraction of steel fiber. When the bond length reached 11d, the fracture of rebar took place without failure of SFRLAC specimens.

(3) The strengthening effect of steel fiber on bond strength is lower than that on tensile strength. With the increase of volume fraction of steel fiber, the peak-slip were almost equal while the deviation of slips at loading-end and free-end increased, the bond sustainability in descending portion was improved. When the volume fraction of steel fiber was no less than 0.8%, the bond sustainability was higher with the ductile bond failure.

(4) The bond performance was improved by decreasing the water-cement ratio. The bond strength increased, the mean values of peak-slip were almost equal with the greater differential of slips at loading-end and free-end. The bond sustainability was almost equal when the water-cement ratio was 0.25 and 0.30, while the lower one was for the water-cement ratio of 0.35.

(5) Compared the bond strength of rebar d=12mm, the bond strength of rebar d=16mm and 20mm decreased for 2.31% and 5.78%. With the increase of rebar diameter, the mean value of peak-slip decreased with the reduced differential of slips between loading-end and free-end, the bond sustainability reduced. Except the difference of rebar dimension, the different concrete cover should be considered.

(6) The higher strength of coarse expanded shale led to the higher bond strength, the larger differential of slip between loading-end and free-end and the higher bond sustainability. The effect of fine expanded shale replaced by manufactured sand on bond performance could be eliminated.

(7) The bond strength of rebar with 2d bond length was equal to that with 5d bond length, while the bond strength of rebar with 8d bond length was lower about 30%. The rebars with 5d and 8d bond length presented the similar bond stress-slip curve and bond sustainability, while the better behaviors was exhibited for the rebar with 2d bond length. Meanwhile, the bond sustainability of rebar with 8d bond strength at the initial part of descending portion was greater, which provided a higher reliability to sustain the bond strength with a greater peak-slip.
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